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Abstract
Two regional climate simulation experiments (spectral nudging and re-initialization) at convection-
permitting scale are conducted using the WRF model over the Tibetan Plateau (TP). The surface air
temperature (T2m) and the precipitation in summer during 2016–2018 are evaluated against the in-situ
station observations and the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) dataset. The results
show that both experiments can successfully capture the spatial distribution and the daily variation of
T2m and precipitation, with reasonable cold bias for temperature, dry bias for precipitation when
compared with the station observations. In addition, the diurnal cycle of precipitation is investigated,
indicating that both experiments tend to simulate the afternoon precipitation in advance and postpone
the night precipitation. The precipitation bias is reduced by using the spectral nudging technique,
especially at night and early morning. Possible causes for the differences between the two experiments
are also analyzed. The daytime surface net radiation contributes a lot to the cold biases in the re-
initialization experiment, and the stronger low-level moisture �ux convergence leads to the wet biases.
These results can provide valuable guidance for further �ne-scale simulation studies over the TP.

Key Points
1. Two regional climate simulation approaches (spectral nudging and re-initialization) at convection-

permitting scale using WRF have comparable ability in reproducing the local climate characteristics
in summer over TP

2. Cold bias is related to the daytime surface net radiation and wet bias is related to the stronger
moisture �ux convergence in the experiment with re-initialization scheme

3. Two WRF experiments successfully capture the bimodal structure of the diurnal variation of
precipitation with reasonable wet bias

1. Introduction
The Tibet Plateau (TP), often known as the third pole of the Earth, is the largest and highest plateau in the
world, with an average altitude of 3,000 to 5,000 meters and the maximum altitude above 8,000 meters
(Kang et al. 2010). Due to its unique topography and geographical location, the TP exerts an important
in�uence on regional weather and climate, even spreading to the whole Asia and all around the world
through both thermal and mechanical forcing (Duan and Wu 2005; Yeh and Gao 1979). It has been called
as ‘the driving force’ and ‘the ampli�er’ for the global climate change (Pan et al. 1996). In addition, it is
also the source of many Asian river systems and serves as ‘the Asian water tower’ (You et al. 2012). The
regional climate change over the TP has an important impact on the regional hydrological cycle and even
the river discharge of Asia (Su et al. 2013). More and more attention has been paid to the regional climate
change over the TP, and it is very essential to obtain the detailed regional climate characteristics to
accurately evaluate the sustainability of water resources and the impact of climate change over the TP.
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Regional climate models (RCMs), which can well describe the regional characteristics such as local
topography and land-use distribution, have been widely used to conduct the regional climate research
and project the future climate change over the TP (Wang et al. 2013; Gao et al. 2015). Using the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model driven by the global reanalysis dataset, Gao et al. (2015)
conducted a 33-yr regional climate simulation over the TP with the resolution at 30km. The results
presented that the RCM could improve the simulation of annual cycles of precipitation and surface air
temperature in the wet season. Long-term regional climate simulations with different horizontal
resolutions (Gu et al. 2020) also showed that RCMs could improve the regional climate simulations over
the TP with higher resolution. Although RCMs have been proven to be useful tools to provide detailed
regional climate information over the TP, they retain great de�ciencies due to the complex terrain and the
relatively coarse resolution (grid spacing > 10km) used. The cumulus parameterization, which is used to
resolve the deep convection process at coarse resolution, has been identi�ed as the major source of
errors and uncertainties in the regional climate simulations over the TP (Ou et al. 2020). A promising
remedy to the error-prone climate simulations using convective parameterizations is the use of
convection-permitting model (CPM; horizontal grid spacing < 4km). It operates on the kilometer scale and
no longer relies on convection parameterization schemes, which provides more reliable climate
information on regional to local scales (Prein et al. 2015;Zhou et al. 2021). By resolving deep convection
explicitly and improving the representation of orography and other surface forcing, the CPM climate
simulations are able to improve the climatological mean temperature especially in mountainous regions
during summer (Hohenegger et al. 2008; Prein et al. 2013a) and the diurnal cycle of summer precipitation.
Using the WRF model, Gao et al. (2020) simulated the precipitation over the TP without reliable in-situ
observations and found that the high-resolution CPM has the added value in reproducing the
precipitation. Li et al. (2020) showed that the CPM could signi�cantly reduce the wet bias in the coarse
resolution simulations and better depict the precipitation frequency and intensity over the TP. Several
CPM experiments have also been conducted over the TP to access the effect of physical options on the
CPM performance (Ou et al. 2020; Lv et al. 2020), and to study the impact of resolution on the simulation
of water vapor transport (Lin et al. 2018).

Traditionally, the regional climate downscaling commonly employs a continuous integration of the RCM
driven by the global reanalysis or the global climate model (GCM) outputs, such as the GCM outputs from
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP). However, due to the de�ciency in the RCM structure
and physics, the large-scale �ow in the RCM simulation may departure from the driving �elds, leading to
the systematic model biases growth in long-term integrations. To prevent the RCMs from drifting away
from the large scale forcing and ensure the model result consistent with the driving �elds, several
dynamical downscaling methods have been developed such as the re-initialization approach (RI) (Lo et
al. 2008) and the spectral nudging technique (SN) (von Storch et al. 2000; Tang et al. 2011, 2016). The RI
approach aims to mitigate the systematic error accumulation in the continuous long-term simulations
through the consecutive or periodically reinitialized short-term runs (Qian et al. 2003). Usually, this
approach can be carried out at different frequencies (e.g. daily, weekly or monthly). Lo et al. (2008)
demonstrated that a run with more frequent re-initialization outperforms that with less frequent re-
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initialization. Over the TP, the daily re-initialization approach was used to generate the High Asia
Reanalysis (HAR) (Maussion et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2020), which showed added value in reproducing the
spatial pattern and seasonality of precipitation. As a fake data assimilation technique, spectral nudging
introduces the bias corrections of large scale circulation throughout the RCM domain rather than just
limiting them to the initial and lateral boundary conditions, thus minimizing climate drift. Using the SN
approach, Song et al. (2012) conducted a series of experiments in East Asia and the results revealed that
SN could improve the simulation of precipitation due to the reduced bias of large-scale circulation �eld.
Although both RI and SN approaches have been widely used in regional climate simulations, little work
has been done to compare these two methods in convection-permitting (CP) scale simulations, especially
over the TP regions with complex topography.

In this study, using the CP WRF model, we perform two experiments with different dynamical
downscaling methods (RI and SN) over the TP in summer from 2016 to 2018. The simulated surface
variables are compared with both the station observations and the satellite-derived dataset. The purpose
of this study is to: (1) Evaluate the CPM’s performance in reproducing the spatiotemporal characteristics
of surface variables over the TP; (2) Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the two dynamical
downscaling approaches in simulating the regional climate over the TP at CP scale. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 brie�y describes the model, data and methodology. Section 3 compares
the models’ simulations with the observations. Discussion and major conclusions are presented in Sect. 4
and Sect. 5.

2. Data, Model And Experimental Design

2.1 Model and experimental design
The WRF model version 4.1.1 (Skamarock et al. 2019), which is a nonhydrostatic mesoscale numerical
weather prediction system designed to serve both operational forecasting and atmospheric research
needs, is used in this study. It has been widely used in regional climate simulations around the world
(Tang et al. 2016, 2017). The model domain in this work is centered at 33°N and 88.5°E, with 1081×721
grid points in east-west and north-south directions, covering the whole TP and the surrounding area
(Fig. 1). Fifty hybrid-sigma levels are de�ned from surface to model top at 50hPa. The horizontal
resolution is set to 3km for the convection-permitting scale simulation over the TP. To evaluate the skill of
WRF in reproducing the regional climate over the TP in detail, four sub-regions are chosen from the whole
study area based on the topography and climate features: the northwest region (TP-NW, 32.5°–37°N,
75°–91°E), the southwest region (TP-SW, 28°–32.5°N, 82°–91°E), the northeast region (TP-NE, 32.5°–
39°N, 91°–102°E) and the northwest region (TP-SE, 28°–32.5°N, 91°–102°E).

The physical parameterization schemes employed in this research include the Thompson microphysics
scheme (Thompson et al. 2008), the Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi Niino 2.5 level TKE scheme (MYNN)
planetary boundary layer (PBL) parameterization (Nakanishi et al. 2006), the RRTMG shortwave and
longwave radiation schemes (Iacono et al. 2008), and the Noah-MP land surface model (Niu et al. 2011).
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With the horizontal resolution at CP scale (3km), the cumulus convection parameterization scheme is
switched off.

Two sets of regional climate simulations are carried out, employing the spectral nudging scheme
(hereinafter Exp-SN) and the re-initialization approach (hereinafter Exp-RI), respectively. In the SN
approach, it is supposed that the regional climate model is forced to satisfy not only the boundary
conditions, possibly in a boundary sponge region, but also the large-scale �ow conditions inside the
integration area (von Storch et al. 2000). The time-varying large-scale information with the wavenumber
less than a preset value is nudged on the interior model domain in the SN experiment. In this study, the
simulation domain is about 3200 km and 2200 km in zonal and meridional directions, respectively. The
wavenumber of 4 is employed in both directions with the corresponding wave lengths about 800 km and
500 km, which means the forcing circulation information with the scale larger than the wave lengths can
be nudged. Previous studies indicated that applying the SN to the horizontal winds showed good
performance in reproducing the regional climate characteristics (Alexandru et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2010,
2016). In the Exp-SN simulation, SN is only applied to the wind �elds above the PBL to allow the
development of the mesoscale circulation. The Exp-RI consists of multiple consecutive reinitialized model
runs with a 36-hour time integration. Each run starts at 12:00 UTC with the �rst 12 hours as the spin-up
time, and the remaining 24 hours of the model outputs are used. By subdividing the long-term continuous
integration into short ones, re-initialization has been successful in weather forecasting to mitigate the
problem of systematic error growth in long integrations (Lo et al., 2008). Many studies had pointed out
that the re-initialization approach could be bene�cial to RCM simulations (Druyan et al. 2001; Qian et al.
2003). All the experiments are driven by the 4th generation Global Reanalysis data (ERA5) from European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al., 2020), and simulate the summer
climate (June, July and August, JJA) from 2016 to 2018. In the Exp-SN, the simulation starts from May
16 and integrates continuously to September 1 with the �rst 16 days (May 16–31) as the spin-up time.

2.2 Observation data and method
To evaluate the performance of the WRF model in simulating the surface climate over the TP at CP scale,
two observation datasets are used. One is the daily in-situ observation provided by the data service center
at China Meteorology Administration (CMA, http://data.cma.cn/en). Only 144 stations over the TP are
applied in this study (Fig. 1b), which have comparatively applicable observations of daily surface air
temperature (T2m), maximum/minimum surface air temperature (Tmax and Tmin) and precipitation.
Most of the meteorological stations are located in the central and eastern part of the TP and few over the
western TP. Therefore, the data from the meteorological stations cannot fully represent the TP, especially
the western TP and the region above 4,800 m ASL (Qin et al. 2009). Thus, to validate the WRF-simulated
precipitation and surface air temperature over the TP in detail, the satellite precipitation and surface air
temperature products are also used to carry out a more objective evaluation.

The Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation version 6 (GSMaP) products, operated by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), are used in this study. The spatiotemporal resolution of the
GSMaP products is 0.1° × 0.1°and 1-hour. The gauge-adjusted GSMaP data (GSMaP-Gauge) is adopted
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to evaluate the WRF simulations, which is a gauge-calibrated product by adjusting the GSMaP estimate
using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
gauge-based analysis of global daily precipitation. Lu et al. (2018) demonstrated that the GSMaP-Gauge
data showed comparable performance with the gauge reference data, suggesting that it can be selected
for hydrological application over the TP.

A new long-term spatially and temporally continuous Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) land surface temperature (LST) dataset for China from 2003 to 2017 (Zhao et al. 2020) is used
to validate the WRF simulations. The temporal and spatial resolutions are monthly and 5600 m,
respectively. It takes full advantages of the MODIS data and the meteorological station data by combing
them to reconstruct real LST with the help of a regression analysis model. Thus, it makes up for the
de�ciency of sparse observation stations and effectively overcomes the limitations in reconstructing the
real LST under cloudy conditions. The high-precision monthly LST dataset constructed for China is
convinced to be highly consistent with the in-situ observation and provides detailed spatiotemporal
patterns of LST. Therefore, it is suitable for analyzing the regional characteristics of LST at the annual,
seasonal and monthly scales.

Several statistical measures are used to quantify the accuracy of the WRF simulations. The correlation
coe�cient and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) are calculated. The correlation coe�cient is used to
describe the temporal and spatial similarity between the observation and the simulation. The mean
difference between the simulated and the observed climate variables can be described by the RMSE,
regardless of the sign of the difference.

3. Results From The Re-initialization And Spectral Nudging
Experiments
Evaluation of the WRF experiments using two regional climate simulation approaches (Exp-SN and Exp-
RI) is performed through statistical veri�cations of mean and daily T2m and precipitation, as well as the
diurnal variation of precipitation over the TP region. All the simulation results are interpolated to the
station sites or the grid cells with the inverse distance weight interpolation method to be compared with
the in-situ observations and the satellite precipitation products.

3.1 Summer mean surface air temperature and precipitation
Figure 2 shows the 3-yr averaged (2016–2018) summer mean daily T2m, Tmax and Tmin from the in-situ
observations, and the differences between the WRF simulations and the observation. The observed T2m
decreases from the southeast TP to the northwest, with the maximum T2m about 24°C in the eastern TP
while the minimum T2m below 10°C in the central TP. All the WRF experiments can well produce the
spatial pattern of T2m with the spatial correlation coe�cients (SCCs) larger than 0.90, but tend to
underestimate the T2m over the regions south of 35°N, especially in the Exp-RI with greater cold bias
about − 5°C. The simulated distributions of Tmax and Tmin also agree well with the observations with the
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SCCs above 0.86 and the RMSE below 3.60°C. Compared to the Exp-RI, the Exp-SN has lower RMSEs for
the spatial patterns of T2m and Tmax. The daily temperature range (DTR) is higher over the regions north
of 30°N according to the station observations (not shown), which is above 12°C, while the minimum DTR
below 10°C is found over the southeastern TP. All the WRF experiments can well capture the spatial
pattern of DTR with the SCCs higher than 0.73 and the RMSEs less than 2.31°C, and the Exp-SN shows a
higher SCC of 0.78. However, they both show obvious cold bias over the central and northern TP, with the
cold bias approximately 1°C in the Exp-SN and up to 3°C in the Exp-RI.

The summer mean LST is also evaluated against the satellite data. Figure 3 shows the summer mean
LST from the MODIS dataset and the WRF experiments in 2016 and 2017, and the difference between the
two years. According to the MODIS data, the warmer LST is located over the northeastern TP, with the
maximum value above 24°C in the Qaidam Basin. The colder LST is located over the central TP and
along the southern slope of TP with the minimum value below 4°C. All the WRF experiments can
reproduce the spatial pattern of LST with the SCCs above 0.74 and the RMSEs below 4.6°C. The Exp-SN
experiment generates warm biases of LST especially over the western and southern TP, with the RMSE
larger than that in the Exp-RI when compared with the MODIS data. On the other hand, the Exp-SN agrees
well with the MODIS data in simulating the difference of summer LST between 2016 and 2017, while the
Exp-RI clearly overestimates the difference.

Figure 4 depicts the 3-yr averaged summer precipitation from the station observations and the GSMaP
satellite dataset, and the biases in the WRF simulations. The observed precipitation decreases from the
southeast TP to the northwest, with the maximum precipitation above 6 mm/day located at the
southeastern corner of TP and along the southern slope of TP, while the minimum precipitation extending
along the northwest of TP is below 1 mm/day. All the WRF experiments can well capture the spatial
pattern of summer precipitation with the SCCs above 0.7 and the RMSEs below 1.16 mm/day when
compared with the station observations, but they tend to underestimate the precipitation in most regions
of TP with greater bias over the regions south of 35°N. Unlike the sparse station observations over the TP
especially the western TP, the GSMaP dataset has a whole coverage over the TP with a high resolution.
WRF shows higher SCCs (> 0.64) and comparable RMSEs when compared with the GSMaP precipitation
dataset. The Exp-SN has small precipitation biases ranging from − 2 mm/day to 2 mm/day over most
regions of TP. However, obvious wet bias (above 4 mm/day) exists over the central TP in the Exp-RI,
which may accounts for the larger RMSEs and the lower SCCs than those in the Exp-SN.

The Taylor diagrams are presented to evaluate the two WRF experiments in simulating the spatial
distributions of summer temperature and precipitation over the TP in each year (2016–2018) (Fig. 5).
When compared with the station observations, the Exp-SN and the Exp-RI have similar performances in
simulating the distributions of T2m, Tmax and Tmin with the SCCs about 0.90. For the precipitation, the
two WRF experiments also show comparable performances when compared with the station
observations. However, the Exp-SN outperforms the Exp-RI when the GSMaP precipitation dataset is used
as a reference, with obviously higher SCC and lower RMSE in each year. Although there exist subtle
differences in the simulation of precipitation between the two experiments when different datasets are
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selected as references, they still show similar spatial patterns in most regions of TP, which promotes our
understanding of summer precipitation over the TP.

3.2 Daily surface temperature and precipitation
The 3-yr averaged (2016–2018) daily variations of regional mean (over the TP) T2m, Tmax, Tmin and
DTR from the in-situ observations, the Exp-SN and the Exp-RI are shown in Fig. 6. The observed T2m
ranges from 10°C to 16°C throughout summertime, with the maximum T2m in late July and early August.
All the WRF experiments can well simulate the daily variation of T2m with the temporal correlation
coe�cients (TCCs) higher than 0.95 and the RMSEs less than 1.33°C (Table 1). Although both
experiments tend to underestimate the T2m in summer, the Exp-SN has lower RMSE. The Tmax ranges
from 18°C to 24°C in the observation, and the model shows similar simulation ability to that for the T2m,
with the TCCs above 0.97 and the RMSEs less than 2.88°C. For the Tmin, both experiments exhibit better
simulation than that of Tmax, with lower RMSEs. The observed DTR varies between 9°C and 18°C, with
the maximum DTR exceeding 16°C in early June and the minimum below 10°C in early July. The Exp-SN-
simulated DTR is closer to the observation, with lower RMSE at about 1.0°C. Regarding the daily variation
of regional averaged precipitation over the TP (Fig. 7), both Exp-SN and Exp-RI can catch its main
characteristics with the TCCs all above 0.87. The two experiments have comparable performance when
compared with the station observations. While with the GSMaP as the observation, the two experiments
clearly overestimate the daily precipitation, and the Exp-SN can improve the simulation with lower RMSE.

Table 1
TCCs and RMSEs for the regional mean daily temperature and

precipitation in the two experiments

  Exp-SN Exp-RI

  RMSE TCC RMSE TCC

T2m 0.78 0.99 1.33 0.99

Tmax 1.73 0.98 2.88 0.97

Tmin 1.02 0.95 0.96 0.96

DTR 1.00 0.89 2.11 0.92

Precipitation

(compared with station observation)

0.93 0.89 0.78 0.86

Precipitation

(compared with GSMaP)

0.80 0.85 1.10 0.84

The spatial distributions of TCCs and RMSEs of T2m, Tmax and Tmin are presented in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively. The TCCs of T2m and Tmax demonstrate similar patterns in both experiments, decreasing
from northeast to southwest, with the TCCs above 0.9 mostly occurring over the northeast TP and those
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below 0.7 along the south slope of TP. The TCC of Tmin is lower than that of T2m and Tmax, ranging
from 0.6 to 0.8 with less spatial variation. The RMSE of T2m is within 2°C over most regions in the Exp-
SN, but it is larger in the Exp-RI, with the RMSE above 3.5°C at more stations over the regions south of
35°N. The RMSE of Tmax is greater than that of T2m and Tmin in both experiments, especially in the Exp-
RI, with the maximum RMSE exceeding 5°C. The two experiments exhibit quite similar spatial patterns of
RMSE for the Tmin, mostly ranging from 1°C to 3°C, which indicates their similar performance in
simulating the Tmin.

Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the spatial distributions of TCC and RMSE for the simulated daily
precipitation. When compared with the station observations (Fig. 10), the two experiments demonstrate
quite similar spatial patterns of TCC and RMSE. The TCCs above 0.5 are mainly located over the eastern
TP, while the larger RMSEs mainly exist over the southeastern TP. With the GSMaP dataset as the
observation (Fig. 11), it is also clear that the experiments demonstrate higher TCCs over the eastern TP,
and the Exp-RI slightly improves the TCCs over the eastern TP. There are large precipitation RMSEs
exceeding 9 mm/day over the southeastern and central TP, and along the south slope of TP. The RMSEs
decrease from southeast to northwest, with the lowest RMSEs less than 1 mm/day over the western TP
and the Qaidam Basin. Compared with the Exp-RI experiment, the Exp-SN signi�cantly reduces the RMSEs
of daily precipitation variation over the central TP and part of the eastern TP, with reduction of RMSE
about 3 mm/day over the central TP.

3.3 Diurnal cycle of precipitation
To evaluate the performance of WRF in simulating the diurnal variation of precipitation over the TP, the
GSMaP satellite precipitation dataset with the temporal resolution of 1-hour is used as the observation.
Figure 12 shows the 3-yr averaged (2016–2018) occurrence time of maximum precipitation from the
observation and the Exp-SN and Exp-RI experiments. The observed maximum precipitation mostly occurs
after 18:00 Local Standard Time (LST) over the TP, and even after 22:00 LST over the southeastern TP,
while it mainly occurs in early morning in the Qaidam Basin. All the WRF experiments can well produce
the spatial pattern of the occurrence time of maximum precipitation over the eastern TP with 1 to 2 hours
in advance. However, they all tend to simulate a much more advanced occurrence time of maximum
precipitation over the southeastern TP and along the south slope of TP. The greatest difference between
the Exp-SN and the Exp-RI lies over the western TP. The maximum precipitation in the Exp-SN occurs
before 06:00 LST over most regions of western TP, while the simulation of Exp-RI agrees more with the
observation.

Figure 13 shows the 3-yr averaged regional mean diurnal cycle of precipitation amount (PA) over the
whole TP, TP-NW, TP-SW, TP-NE and TP-SE. It can be found that the observed PA ranges from 0.05 to 0.2
mm/hr over the TP, with the two peaks occurring at 17:00 LST and 22:00 LST. Both Exp-SN and Exp-RI
can well capture the bimodal structure of the diurnal variation of precipitation over the TP, but they all
tend to simulate the precipitation peak at 17:00 LST in advance by 1 hour and postpone the peak at
22:00 LST by 3 hours. The Exp-SN can reduce the wet bias in the Exp-RI, especially at night and in early
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morning. Over TP-SE and TP-SW, the observed diurnal variations of PA are quite similar, with two peaks in
the afternoon (about 16:00 LST) and at night (about 22:00 LST), respectively. Both Exp-SN and Exp-SI
can generally reproduce the diurnal cycle, but they all simulate the peak in the afternoon about 3 hours
earlier than the observation. The Exp-SN can catch the bimodal structure of the diurnal cycle over TP-SE
and well simulate the PA peak at night, while the Exp-RI only simulates a unimodal structure and cannot
capture the PA peak at night. The two experiments can reproduce the diurnal cycle of PA over TP-NE with
the peak in the afternoon, while the Exp-RI clearly overestimates the daytime PA. Over TP-NW, the
precipitation amount is weaker than that in the other sub-regions. Although the WRF experiments can
simulate the diurnal variations of PA, they all signi�cantly overestimate the PA especially in the afternoon
and at night. The diurnal variations of precipitation frequency (PF) are quite similar to those of PA (�gure
not shown), and both Exp-SN and Exp-RI can reproduce the diurnal cycles with obvious nocturnal
precipitation. The WRF model tends to overestimate the PF over the whole TP, especially over TP-SE and
TP-NW, indicating that the overestimation of PA over the TP may be induced by the overestimation of PF.

In general, both WRF experiments can well reproduce the spatial pattern of the occurrence time of
maximum precipitation and the diurnal cycle of precipitation over the TP, especially over the eastern TP.
The WRF model tends to overestimate the PF over the TP, which leads to the overestimation of PA.

4. Discussion
To investigate into the causes of the differences between Exp-SN and Exp-RI in simulating the
temperature over the TP, the 3-yr averaged surface net radiation and the sum of sensible heat and latent
heat �uxes at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC are plotted in Fig. 14. It can be found that the surface net radiation in
the Exp-SN is larger than that in the Exp-RI at 06:00 UTC. It is greater than 570 W/m2 in most regions over
TP in the Exp-SN experiment at 06:00 UTC, while below 540 W/m2 in the Exp-RI experiment. The surplus
surface net radiation in the Exp-SN mainly comes from the downward shortwave radiation, which is
about 100 W/m2 larger than that in the Exp-RI. Meanwhile, the sum of sensible and latent heat �uxes
from surface in the Exp-SN is a little smaller than that in the Exp-RI at 06:00 UTC. The larger surface net
radiation and the smaller upward heat �uxes in the Exp-SN at 06:00 UTC lead to the warmer daily
maximum surface air temperature. At nighttime (18:00 UTC), the surface net radiation mainly comes
from the longwave radiation cooling, and both Exp-SN and Exp-RI show negative values in most regions
of TP. The Exp-SN produces a little smaller surface net radiation than the Exp-RI over the southeastern TP.
The sum of sensible and latent heat �uxes in both experiments shows similar spatial pattern. Therefore,
the difference of surface air temperature at night (Tmin) between Exp-SN and Exp-RI is quite small. It is
natural to deduce that the energy balance at daytime results in the warmer mean surface air temperature
in the Exp-SN experiment.

Atmospheric water vapor is very important to precipitation. Figure 15 shows the 3-yr averaged moisture
�ux divergence at low level (500hPa) over the TP in the two experiments. In both Exp-SN and Exp-RI
experiments, vigorous moisture convergence and divergence occur over the northwestern TP and along
the south slope of TP, which is stronger in the Exp-RI. Over the central TP where wetter bias occurs in the
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Exp-RI, stronger moisture �ux convergence can be found in the Exp-RI compared with the Exp-SN.
Furthermore, the larger upward latent heat �ux in the Exp-RI indicates more water vapor transported from
surface over the central and eastern TP. Thus, the stronger moisture �ux convergence and the more water
vapor lead to more precipitation and greater wet biases in the Exp-RI experiment.

5. Conclusions
Two WRF experiments with the regional climate simulation schemes of spectral nudging and re-
initialization are performed over the TP. The surface air temperature and the precipitation are evaluated
based on the in-situ station observations and the GSMaP dataset.

Both WRF experiments successfully capture the spatial patterns and the daily variations of T2m and
Tmax, with the SCCs and the TCCs over 0.85 and 0.95, respectively. The spatiotemporal characteristics of
Tmin are also reasonably reproduced. The DTR is underestimated over southern TP in summer in both
experiments, with the biases smaller and the SCC higher in the Exp-SN. Warm biases are produced for the
LST, especially in the Exp-SN over western and southern TP, while the difference of summer LST between
2016 and 2017 is better simulated in the Exp-SN. The surface energy budget is further analyzed,
indicating that the surplus surface net radiation coming from the downward shortwave radiation and the
insu�cient upward heat �uxes at daytime result in the higher surface air temperature in the Exp-SN. On
the other hand, the similar spatial distribution of sensible and latent heat �uxes at nighttime in the two
experiments leads to the negligible difference in the simulated Tmin.

The spatial pattern and the daily variation of summer precipitation are also reasonably reproduced in
both WRF experiments, with the SCCs and the TCCs above 0.7 and 0.86, respectively. However, dry bias
exists in the regions south of 35°N in summer, which is consistent with the cold bias of temperature.
Based on the GSMaP dataset, dominant wet biases are found in both experiments, which is smaller in the
Exp-SN. The opposite bias reminds us that validations of model simulation against observational data
should be considered with care, especially when the datasets come from different sources. The further
investigation into the 500-hPa circulation indicates that the stronger moisture �ux convergence together
with the more water vapor transported from surface leads to more precipitation and thus greater wet
biases in the Exp-RI experiment.

The diurnal cycle of precipitation over the TP is explored to better understand its temporal variation. Both
WRF experiments can well produce the spatial pattern of the occurrence time of maximum precipitation
over eastern TP, despite an advance of 1–2 hours in the simulations. Over western TP, the Exp-RI performs
better than the Exp-SN. In addition, the diurnal cycles of PA and PF are reasonably simulated in both
experiments, with the obvious nocturnal precipitation well captured, however, the precipitation peak at
17:00 LST is produced in advance and that at 22:00 LST is postponed. The WRF model tends to
overestimate the PF over the whole TP, especially over TP-SE and TP-NW, which indicates that the greater
overestimation of PA in the Exp-RI may be induced by the overestimation of PF.
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The re-initialization scheme has been proved to be a favorable approach for RCM simulations (Druyan et
al. 2001; Qian et al. 2003). This study reveals that the spectral nudging scheme is also a competitive
approach, since the Exp-SN and the Exp-RI demonstrate comparable performances in the simulations of
temperature and precipitation over the TP. The results in this research can provide a better understanding
of the climate in recent years over the TP.
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Figure 1

The simulation domain (yellow shading) with the TP framed with red lines and four sub-regions framed
with black lines (a), and the locations of the meteorological stations within the simulation domain (b).
Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 2

The 3-yr averaged (2016-2018) summer mean T2m, Tmax and Tmin from the in-situ observations (a, b, c),
and the biases in the Exp-SN (d, e, f) and the Exp-RI (g, h, i). Units: °C. Note: The designations employed
and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever
on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.
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Figure 3

The 2016 and 2017 summer mean LST from the MODIS dataset (a, d), the Exp-SN (b, e) and the Exp-RI (c,
f), and the difference of summer LST between 2016 and 2017 in the MODIS dataset (g), the Exp-SN (h)
and the Exp-RI (i). Units: °C. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this
map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 4

3-yr averaged summer precipitation from the station observations (a) and the GSMaP satellite dataset
(d), and the biases in the Exp-SN and the Exp-RI compared with the station observation (b, c) and the
GSMaP dataset (e, f). Units: mm/day. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 5

Taylor diagrams for the temperature (a) and the precipitation (b) from 2016 to 2018
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Figure 6

3-yr averaged daily variations of regional mean T2m (a), Tmax (b), Tmin (c) and DTR (d) from the in-situ
observations and the simulations of Exp-SN and Exp-RI
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Figure 7

3-yr averaged daily variation of regional mean precipitation over the TP from the station observation (a)
and the GSMaP dataset (b) accompanied with that in the WRF experiments
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Figure 8

The spatial distributions of TCCs for the simulated T2m, Tmax and Tmin in the Exp-SN (a, b, c) and the
Exp-RI (d, e, f). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 9

Same as Fig 8, but for RMSEs. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on
this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 10
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The spatial distributions of RMSEs (a, b) and TCCs (c, d) for the simulated daily precipitation compared
with the station observations. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on
this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 11
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Same as Fig. 10, but compared with the GSMaP. Note: The designations employed and the presentation
of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 12

3-yr averaged occurrence time of maximum precipitation in the observation (a) and the WRF experiments
(b, c). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
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expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 13

3-yr averaged regional mean diurnal cycle of precipitation amount (PA) over the whole TP (a), TP-NW (b),
TP-SW (c), TP-NE (d) and TP-SE (e)
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Figure 14

3-yr averaged surface net radiation, and the sum of sensible heat and latent heat �uxes at 06:00 (Exp-SN:
a, c; Exp-RI: b, d) and 18:00 UTC (Exp-SN: e, g; Exp-RI: f, h). Units: W/m2. Note: The designations employed
and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever
on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.
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Figure 15

3-yr averaged moisture �ux divergence at low level (500hPa) over the TP in the WRF experiments. Note:
The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression
of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.


